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–Faculty member at the Wharton School 
and School of Medicine at University 
of Pennsylvania

–Founding chair of the Clinical Center of 
the National Institutes of Health

–Former special advisor on health policy 
for the Office of Management and Budget.



Emanuel :  Radi ol ogi st s 
Repl aced i n Four  Year s??!
–In the last several months, articles appeared 
in the New England Journal “Predicting the 
Future – Big Data, Machine Learning, and 
Clinical Medicine” and the Journal of the 
American College of Radiology “The End of 
Radiology?  Three Threats to the Future 
Practice of Radiology”. 

–Ezekiel Emanuel,who gave the Keynote 
presentation at ACR  2016 suggested that 
radiologists may be replaced by computers 
in the next four to five years



Geoffrey Hinton (Professor University 
Toronto, Google Employee): 

“If you work as a radiologist you are like 
Wile E. Coyote in the cartoon”

“They Should Stop Training Radiologists Now”

“I think that if you work as a radiologist you are like Wile E. Coyote in the 
cartoon,” according to Hinton

“You’re already over the edge of the cliff, but you haven’t yet looked down. 
There’s no ground underneath.” 

Deep-learning systems for breast and heart imaging have already been 
developed commercially. “It’s just completely obvious that in five years deep 
learning is going to do better than radiologists,” he went on. “It might be ten 
years. 

Hinton’s actual words, in that hospital talk, were “They should stop training 
radiologists now.” 



“Wasted Protoplasm”

CEO of well funded and well known 
start-up company in medical imaging 
space related that he wanted to 
(paraphrased) “get rid of the wasted 
protoplasm sitting in front of the 
workstation that 
was the radiologist and replace it with 
a much better and reliable and 
consistent alternative in the next few 
months”
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Andrea Romano to esiegel
Show more
Oct 18
Dear dott. Siegiel,

I am an italian second year resident in Radiology.
In the last 3 months i saw HUGE numbers of articles or discussion about 
machine learning ( also knows as deep learning, IA, big data ect) and how 
does it will affect the radiology market in the next one or two decade.
I've talked about with my collegue and supervisor but most them look at 
me like a fool and make fun of me, but i dont belive i'm overeacting.
You are so active in the field, what do you think about and should i 
worry?
How much time will it takes before AI change radiology as we know?
Shoud i switch to interventional to ensure me a long career?
Thank you and sorry for my bad english.



And Now Dr. Erickson Is 
About To Tell Us That We 

Will Be Replaced in 20 
Years

Just As We Heard About 
This “Vibratory Doctor” 

back in 1904
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• In a national survey of mammographers
89% indicated they always use CAD when
reading screening mammograms

• 4% indicated that they rarely or never
use CAD

Mammography Computed Aided Detection/Diagnosis Has 
Been Around for 25 years When It was Introduced As 
Performing at the Level of An Expert Mammographer 
Soon to Replace Mammographers – Hasn’t Happened
Why Expect Next 25 Years To Be Much Different?



However Do They Use and Rely on CAD?

▪ Most radiologists have not changed a 
read based on the results of CAD

▪ Only 2% indicated they routinely alter 
their opinion after CAD

▪ 36% sometimes change interpretation 
based on CAD

▪ 61.7% rarely or never change their 
interpretation based on CAD



Where Was Radiology 20 
Years Ago With 

Information Systems?

• In the year 1998
– We had been operational for 5 years with our PACS at 

Baltimore VAMC
• That system was not too different functionally and performance 

wise than our system today
– Speech recognition was just being introduced into 

radiology
• Accuracy and efficiency have improved slightly by 2018 but there 

is still a long way to go
– Mammography CAD had been around for several years

• Mammography and breast MRI CAD are arguably the only 
widespread computer image diagnostic tools in radiology today 
25 years later



Why the Hype Recently?
•Computer “vision” has progressed 
substantially based on the Stanford 
Imagenet Large Scale Visual Recognition 
Competition

•Computers have, in recent years, 
approached human levels of performance 
on this competition using “Deep Learning” 
with GPU processors



Why The Recent Hype?

•AI is very loosely applied but tends to refer to 
algorithms that emerge from analysis of data rather 
than more traditional steps to create CAD

•Major problem is that now algorithms can be 
developed much more rapidly using large datasets 
but it takes just as long to test and validate these as 
before which is the real challenge

•Human vision experts and seemingly, Brad, have 
made the critical mistake to conclude that they will 
achieve this success on medical imaging studies a 
fundamentally different what’s wrong with this 
picture task!



Fundamental Flaw:  Imagenet Images are nowhere near as Large or Complex as medical images!!
They are not 3D  and the Task is Fundamentally Different with Imaging Task To Find What’s Wrong With 

Image Not What’s In Image
You can’t Extrapolate ImageNet Performance to Radiology!



What’s Wrong with 
this picture?

• As it turns out, figuring out 
what’s wrong with an image is a 
much more difficult task than 
simply figuring out what’s in an 
image in the first place

• And a combination of the need 
for vast amounts of annotated, 
up-to-date data, along with the 
certainty of new regulatory 
hurdles and medico-legal and 
technical challenges will keep 
radiologists employed for many 
years to come.



“Data is the 
new source 

code”

• Create major advances in diagnostic imaging 
in the next five to 10 years

• Not because deep learning algorithms are 
necessarily better than traditional CAD 
approaches, but because they can be 
developed much faster and by a wider 
number of innovative developers

• The emergence of these new “AI” algorithms 
will foster a “best of breed” paradigm in 
which radiologists and others will seek out 
specific algorithms for specific tasks rather 
than choosing a PACS or workstation and 
sticking with software only for that system. 

• Indeed, in a manner analogous to the music 
industry, imaging departments will not want 
to buy the whole “record” or “CD” to hear a 
single song. Instead, they’ll want to download 
just that selection. This will have a major 
disruptive influence on PACS and subspecialty 
workstations and will provide tremendous, 
innovative sources of new and useful 
applications.



•We are still struggling with how to test human 
radiology residents/trainees for competence 
in radiology much less how to test a computer 
for the same

•Even if a robot from 300 years in the future 
came today that could interpret radiology 
studies, it might still take decades to get 
databases, test and verify performance and 
then obtain FDA clearance





Computers Will Get Really Good at 
Making “Predictions”

But Humans Will Be Needed for 
“Judgment” for a Long Long Time



AI, “Singularity”, and Buying 
The Brooklyn Bridge

• Get ready for a bunch of “jibberjabber” from Brad about 
Moore’s Law and a “whole new ballgame”
– We’ve been hear that for last 30 years

• Convolutional networks have been around for decades and 
machine learning much longer

• Any middle school student or start-up with 5 radiology studies 
now has an algorithm that “will replace radiologists”
– Everyone wants “in” on the Gold Rush

• Today’s machine learning technologies have numerous major 
limitations in diagnostic imaging where they address narrow 
detection or diagnostic or quantitative analytic questions



Brad Opening Statement



Deep Learning is a Whole New Ballgame
Example: Performance in ImageNet Challenge

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
2016

Human
Deep
Learning

100%

90%

80%

70%

(Mammo CAD)



GPUs are Beating Moore’s Law
And there is more coming after

FPGA

Optical 
Interference 
Processor

TPU/FPGA

GPU

CPU

Ice Age            2000               2005        2010        2015      2020       

1,000,000

100,000

10,000

1000

100
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New Types of Layers & 
Architectures

• Convolutional layers (3x3 works well and now done in 
hardware)

• Pooling (MaxPool)
• Regularization (Rectified Linear Unit or ReLU)
• Residual Network (force each layer to learn—really a layer 

not a network, just as CNN means convolution layers are 
included)

• Capsule networks may more effectively encapsulate 
knowledge bases



Why the Excitement Now?

1. Deep Neural Network Theory
2. Exponential Compute Power Growth
3. Boatloads of money and data



Deep Learning Is Not Biased 
or Limited to Human Intuition

• Deep Learning Finds Features and
Connections vs Just Connections

Hand-Crafted 
Feature Extraction

Learning 
Feature Extractor

Classifier

Classifier
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A Radiologist with a Ruler…

•We must move past opinions and medicine as 
an ‘art’

•Machine learning will enable a new generation 
of radiology in which:

–Diagnoses are objective & fact-based, not ‘judged’
–Quantitative Imaging will become the routine

•Organ volumes and shapes vs ‘It looks too big’
•Texture and intensities vs ‘Ground glass’



The Pace of Change



The Pace of Change

We always overestimate the change that will 
occur in the next 2 years and underestimate 

what will occur in the next 10.     
---Bill Gates



Eliot: What is Machine Learning

• Moore’s law about computers 
getting faster and faster doesn’t 
help much if it means that 
computers will only take 2 milli-
seconds instead of 2 seconds to 
make the wrong diagnosis



Taking Advantage of Pace of Change/ “Moore’s Law” Just Means that 
the Computer Will Get the Wrong Answer in 2 milliseconds instead of 

20 minutes Using the Same Technique 



AI/Machine Learning Basic Terms



Deep Learning Falls Within Machine Learning Within AI
Actually Is Not a “New Ballgame” But has Been Around 

for Decades!



Artificial Intelligence

• Basically an umbrella term for a variety of 
applications and techniques

• Artificial intelligence refers to "a broad set of 
methods, algorithms and technologies that make 
software 'smart' in a way that may seem human-like 
to an outside observer”

» Lynne Parker, director of the division of Information and 
Intelligent Systems for the National Science Foundation

• John McCarthy, who coined the term “Artificial 
Intelligence” in 1956, complained that “as soon as it 
works, no one calls it AI anymore.”



Artificial Intelligence (Narrow)

• Also referred to as Weak AI
• AI that specializes in one area
• There’s AI that can beat the world chess 

champion in chess, but that’s the only 
thing it does
– Speech recognition
– Translation
– Self-driving cars
– Siri, Alexa, Cortana, Google Now



Artificial General Intelligence

• Sometimes referred to as Strong AI, or 
Human-Level AI

• Computer that is as smart as a human across 
the board—a machine that can perform any 
intellectual task that a human being can

• Creating AGI is a much harder task than 
creating ANI, and we are nowhere near close 
to it



Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

• Professor Linda Gottfredson describes 
intelligence as “a very general mental 
capability that, among other things, involves 
the ability to:
– Reason
– Plan
– Solve problems
– Think abstractly
– Comprehend complex ideas
– Learn quickly
– Learn from experience”



When Will AGI And Any Real Prayer of 
Replacing Radiologists Arrive?

• A study, conducted recently by author James 
Barrat at Ben Goertzel’s annual AGI 
Conference asked when participants thought 
AGI would be achieved—by 2030, by 2050, by 
2100, after 2100, or never. The results:

• By 2030: 42% of respondents
• By 2050: 25%
• By 2100: 20%
• After 2100: 10%
• Never: 2%



Machine Learning
• Also blanket term that covers multiple 

technologies
• Doesn’t necessarily have to actually 

“learn” as we think of it and doesn’t 
necessarily provide feedback over time 
just refers to a class of statistical 
techniques to characterize, discover, 
classify data

• Vast majority of these have been around 
for many years/decades



Machine Learning
• As a part of A.I., machine learning refers to a 

wide variety of algorithms and methodologies 
that can also enable software to improve its 
performance over time as it obtains more data

• "Fundamentally, all of machine learning is 
about recognizing trends from data or 
recognizing the categories that the data fit in 
so that when the software is presented with 
new data, it can make proper predictions," 
(Parker)



Commonly Used Machine Learning 
Techniques

• Regression techniques
• Neural networks
• Support vector machines
• Decision trees
• Bayesian belief networks
• k-nearest neighbors
• Self-organizing maps
• Case-based reasoning
• Instance-based learning
• Hidden Markov models



Machine Learning Vs. Data Mining

• Machine learning focuses on 
prediction, based on known 
properties learned from the training 
data.

• Data mining focuses on the 
discovery of (previously) unknown 
properties in the data



Machine Learning and Statistics 
and “Statistical Learning”

• Machine learning and statistics are closely 
related fields and machine learning can be 
considered a statistical technique

• Leo Breiman distinguished two statistical 
modeling paradigms: data model and 
algorithmic model, wherein 'algorithmic 
model' means more or less the machine 
learning algorithms like Random forest

• Some statisticians have adopted methods 
from machine learning, leading to a combined 
field that they call statistical learning



Universal Approximation Theorem
Simple Neural Networks Can Represent a Wide 

Variety of Interesting Functions



Deep Learning vs. Machine Learning: Lung 
Nodule Size and “Smoothness” vs. Malignancy

Equation More Complex Than y=mx+b

Nodule size
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Beauty As Function of Eye 
Distance to Mouth Ratio and 
Eye Distance to Nose Ratio

Between Eyes to Nose Ratio
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Training Set



“Machine Learning” isn’t Creating Mini 
Brains Using “Neural Network” just 

Iterative Approach to Linear Algebra



Ultimate Challenge:  Medical Imaging
Scientific American June 2011 

Testing for Consciousness
Alternative to Turning Test

Highlights for Kids “What’s Wrong 
with this Picture?”

Christof 
Koch and Giulio Tononi







We Could Create Algorithms To:
Recognize A BaseBall Diamond and an Elephant and Horse etc. 

But Would Need Thousands or Millions of These







No One Is Anywhere Close To Machine/Deep Learning 
Algorithm To Beat 8 Year Old at this Task 



Brad: What is Deep Learning

• AGI is argument is irrelevant. Radiology AI 
doesn’t need to also drive a car, nor figure out 
the person I should friend on FB.  The 
question is whether a computer can do a 
better job reliably diagnosing and quantifying 
disease.

• Fast computations enable better results!
• Here is what Deep learning is and why it is 

different
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Example CNN

Andrei Karpathy: 
http://karpathy.github.io/2015/10/25/selfie
/

C    P   C   P    P    C    P   C   P   P   C   P   C   P   P  Fully Connected



Theoretical Advances

• Better layer types (Residual)
• Better Activation Functions (ReLU)
• Drop Out (Removes useless connections)
• Transfer Learning (Don’t start from scratch)
• Data Augmentation (A Few Examples Become 

Many)
• Capsule networks might further improve our 

ability to represent existing knowledge



Brad: Predictions



1. Deep Learning Will Enable 
Routine Quantitative Imaging

• Within 5 years, all major organs will be 
routinely segmented and textures measured 
in a fully automated fashion for common 
exams (CT, MRI)

*Kline, J Digit Im, 2017

Human TKV(mL)
C

om
pu

te
r T

KV
(m

L)

SQAT Muscle Visceral 
Fat

Bone Visceral
Organs

Jaccard .95 .90 .90 .97 .93

Dice .97 .95 .94 .99 .96

TPF .97 .95 .94 .98 .96

FPF .03 .06 .05 .01 .04

*Weston, C-MIMI, 2017



Dice Coefficients

https://www.synapse.org/#%21Synapse:syn3193805/wiki/217785 Accessed Nov 10, 2016

https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn3193805/wiki/217785


2. I Predict Dr. Siegel will be 
washing the car of my developers
“I can teach an 8-year old child to find the adrenals 
consistently in less than 15 minutes,” he said. “I have 
never seen anybody successfully tackle the problem 
of automatically finding and segmenting the adrenals. 
I’ll wash the car of the first developer who can create 
a program that finds them more consistently than 
that 8-year old.”  -- Eliot Siegel, MD, AuntMinnie.COM  
April 24, 2014



Over the past year…

•We now have algorithm that finds kidney 
contours at human-level accuracy. Kline, JMRI, 
2017

•Given a kidney contour, we can find adrenals 
(including ones with 8cm adenomas) >98% of 
time, and Dice score is >0.8.  



Left and Right Adrenal
Segmentations (blue)

• Unet-based Deep Learning Architecture
• Trained from ~200 segmented adrenals—all 

patients had tumors
• Manually segmented adrenal lesion shown in green



Median Dice: 0.83





3. Deep Learning will Enable 
Precision Medicine



3. Deep Learning will Enable New 
Diagnostic Capabilities from Images
Task Human Computer Tissue Test

1p19q ~70% 91% 95%

IDH1 ?? 92% ??

ATRX ?? 91% 70%

MGMT 
Methylation

55% 95% 90%

ESRD in PKD ?? 87% Lab tests-65%

Lung Ca (Data 
Science Bowl)

?? AUC 0.882



4. Computers Will Create High 
Quality Reports—already can now!

We describe a system to automatically filter clinically significant findings from computerized 
tomography (CT) head scans, operating at performance levels exceeding that of practicing 
radiologists. Our system, named DeepRadiologyNet, trained using approximately 3.5 
million CT head images gathered from over 24,000 studies in over 80 clinical sites. For our 
initial system, we identified 30 phenomenological traits to be recognized in the CT scans. 
To test the system, we designed a clinical trial using over 4.8 million CT head images 
(29,925 studies), completely disjoint from the training and validation set, interpreted by 35 
US Board Certified radiologists with specialized CT head experience. We measured 
clinically significant error rates to ascertain whether the performance of DeepRadiologyNet
was comparable to or better than that of US Board Certified radiologists. 
DeepRadiologyNet achieved a clinically significant miss rate of 0.0367% on automatically 
selected high-confidence studies. Thus, DeepRadiologyNet enables significant reduction in 
the workload of human radiologists by automatically filtering studies and reporting on the 
high-confidence ones at an operating point well below the literal error rate for US Board 
Certified radiologists, estimated at 0.82%.

DeepRadiologyNet: Radiologist Level Pathology Detection in CT Head Images
Merkow J, Lufkin R, Nguyen K, Soatta S, Tu Z, Vedaldi A
arXiv 2 Dec 2017



Most Important, For Patients:

• DOES ‘see’ more than radiologists today
– Quantitative Imaging will accelerate, which will 

accelerate machine learning
– Structured reporting will become routine, also 

accelerating machine learning
– This will further accelerate extraction of new 

diagnostic information from images
• Will allow radiologists for focus on patients

– Improved access to medical record information
– More time for thinking and invasive procedures



Eliot Counter



4. Computers Will Create High 
Quality Reports—already can now!

We describe a system to automatically filter clinically significant findings from computerized 
tomography (CT) head scans, operating at performance levels exceeding that of practicing 
radiologists. Our system, named DeepRadiologyNet, trained using approximately 3.5 
million CT head images gathered from over 24,000 studies in over 80 clinical sites. For our 
initial system, we identified 30 phenomenological traits to be recognized in the CT scans. 
To test the system, we designed a clinical trial using over 4.8 million CT head images 
(29,925 studies), completely disjoint from the training and validation set, interpreted by 35 
US Board Certified radiologists with specialized CT head experience. We measured 
clinically significant error rates to ascertain whether the performance of DeepRadiologyNet
was comparable to or better than that of US Board Certified radiologists. 
DeepRadiologyNet achieved a clinically significant miss rate of 0.0367% on automatically 
selected high-confidence studies. Thus, DeepRadiologyNet enables significant reduction in 
the workload of human radiologists by automatically filtering studies and reporting on the 
high-confidence ones at an operating point well below the literal error rate for US Board 
Certified radiologists, estimated at 0.82%.

DeepRadiologyNet: Radiologist Level Pathology Detection in CT Head Images
Merkow J, Lufkin R, Nguyen K, Soatta S, Tu Z, Vedaldi A
arXiv 2 Dec 2017



DeepRadiologyNet: Radiologist Level Pathology Detection in CT 
Head Images

Merkow J, Lufkin R, Nguyen K, Soatta S, Tu Z, Vedaldi AarXiv 2 Dec 2017

• Sounds impressive but Brad may have forgotten to 
mention:
– That clinically significant miss rate of 0.0367% on 

automatically selected high-confidence studies was based on 
the system selecting only 8.5% of cases that it had the 
“confidence” to review and diagnoses were mostly screening 
type you might encounter in the ER not ones an expert 
neuroradiologist such as Brad would make about specific 
pathologies such as multiple sclerosis for example
• We don’t know which 8.5% the system selected from the 29,000 cases 

they used nor do we know the rate of normals in their dataset or 
prevalence of pathology or other information that would have gone 
into a clinical paper

• Imagine on call resident who refuses to read over 90% the cases 
because they are too hard but claims accuracy on the 1/10



DeepRadiologyNet: Radiologist Level Pathology 
Detection in CT Head Images

Merkow J, Lufkin R, Nguyen K, Soatta S, Tu Z, Vedaldi AarXiv
2 Dec 2017

– The authors stated that their goal was to “reduce human 
workload” not replace the radiologist entirely

– Interestingly they were dismissive of another 
“controversial” non-clinical report from Stanford about 
an algorithm that performed better than radiologists at 
pneumonia detection stating that the Stanford 240 
images were insufficient to determine performance

– Strangely the system had problems with sinus disease or 
scalp soft tissue disease with miss rates around 4% and 
3% respectively

– 3 of the authors indicated that they worked for a 
company called “Deep Radiology, INC”



Could We Build a Vegas Dice Rolling 
Machine That Outperformed Human 

Randomness at Craps Table?

• What if we “fine tuned” a 
robot to roll the dice 
1000 times to try to roll a 
7, but built a billion 
machines with each 
machine slightly altered 
and then published the 
results of the most 
successful one?



•Congratulations to Brad and Mayo Team for impressive work on 
Predicting methylation of the O6-methylguanine methyltransferase
(MGMT) gene status utilizing MRI imaging!

–But is a perfect example of an amazing and important but 
extremely narrow application that won’t get us far in replacing 
radiologists

Adrenals



•Historically amazingly impressive achievement for Dr. Philbrick 
but no where near our fifth grader

•Dice coefficients suggesting overlap with correct answer of only 
around 83% so it gets 17% of the pixels inside or outside the 
adrenals wrong

–That’s only finding the normal adrenals!
–With that limited percentage how would you characterize 
nodularity?

–How would it perform with a variety of adrenal masses?
–Could it determine contrast enhancement accurately or HU 
values with that performance?



• Brad says: Computers can see things humans can’t or 
can’t reliably
– True but that works both ways which supports the 

argument for computers working hand in hand with 
humans

– Telescopes can see things that astronomers can’t 
but that doesn’t mean telescopes can replace
astronomers

• Computers will create high quality preliminary reports 
for most common exams
– This is a positive feedback loop that will further accelerate 

computational advances
• Agree and operative word is preliminary or triaging cases to be 

read first, not replacing radiologists



Response
•Preliminary reports or triaging reports is far easier 
compared with “replacing” a radiologist

–Can have first year resident or ER doc giving “preliminary” 
impressions as long as they are marked preliminary

•Agree with increased use of quantitative imaging and 
structured reports but those are far cry from 
replacing radiologist and represent radiologist tools 
that have been around for decades

•Adrenal is great example where computer might be 
successful in 83% but 5th grader’s performance 
would exceed that with 15 minutes of training

–Finding adrenal is far short of diagnosing adrenal 
pathology



Fifth Grader Smackdown of 
Adrenal Software





Eliot – Hurdles to Replacing 
Radiologists



Databases

• National Lung Screening Trial Database study cost hundreds of 
millions of dollars and took many years to complete

–And that’s just a lung nodule study
• How many databases would you need to collect in order to 

demonstrate other chest pathology on CT
–On MRI
–PET?

• How about all the other areas of the body?
• How about all of the other diseases, upwards of 20,000 diseases?
• How many years/decades would it take to collect and validate and 

annotate those databases



Dizzying Pace of Technology 
Change As We See at SPIE 2018

• Major challenge is how rapidly technology changes
•Take years to annotate data set and 
technology changes substantially

• E.g. 3D Breast Tomosynthesis
• Dual energy CT
• Ultrasound Elastography
• Diffuse Prostate Imaging



Narrow Vs. General AI

•Virtually nobody thinks we have any shot at having 
general AI where machines demonstrate average human 
level intelligence in 20 years

•So unless there is a major breakthrough in generalized 
learning for computers, in order to replace radiologists we 
will have to have a system that consolidates thousands or 
even millions of “narrow” algorithms that do very specific 
things into one platform to replace radiologists

•Then someone will have to test all of these individually 
and in concert and select which ones to use and validate



Medicolegal/Black Box
“Officer: Does your car have any idea 

why my car pulled it over”?
•Whom do you sue when 
the computer that 
replaces the radiologist 
makes a mistake, even 
assuming you got FDA 
clearance?

–The algorithms authors?
–The physician that 
ordered the study?

–The hospital?
–IT?
–The FDA?
–Everybody?
–Brad?



Regulatory Clearance

•It took many years to just get mammography CAD FDA 
cleared and that only acts as a “second reader” without 
doing anything autonomously and very few 
mammographers change their diagnosis even with that

•There have been major strides in the FDA approval 
process recently, but still only a trickle of approvals and 
less than a handful allow autonomous image 
interpretation

•FDA does not begin to have the resources currently or a 
model to approve a few, much less dozens, much less 
hundreds or thousands of new applications for an 
application that does primary reading to replace a 
radiologist



Black Box Nature of 
Deep Learning

•Despite current attempts, deep learning remains a 
black box which is very much counter to the FDA 
requirements for documentation of the development 
process

•FDA reviewers and healthcare workers will feel 
extremely uncomfortable/hesitant to allow a system 
that cannot tell you how it works to do primary 
interpretation

•For example when a deep learning algorithm 
“predicts” with 75% certainty that a patient has a 
central line present we don’t currently know for sure if 
it found the central line or just found a really 
“diseased” looking chest in a patient that probably 
should have a central line



Deep Learning Adversarial Examples

• All machine learning vulnerable not just “CNN’s”
• Deep Models behave too linearly and become excessively 

confident when asked to extrapolate far from the training data
• Train on one CT scanner in the department and it doesn’t work 

on your other scanner much less anybody else’s!



Brad: Hurdles are Manageable (3mins)



The Panda Problem

•It is easy to create artificial examples where 
algorithms fail.

•This problem also exists for self-driving cars, 
and algorithms now exist to do ‘net coverage’ 
much like code coverage. Cars are not 
randomly driving into ditches, and Radiology 
CAD will also not make such mistakes.



FDA: Less than 2 months later…



The FDA IS Adapting

•The FDA is adapting more rapidly than Dr. 
Siegel!  ☺



Overcoming Regulatory Hurdles

• Huge financial investment with associated 
political clout

• Strong interest in cutting rate of healthcare 
cost increases

• New software approval process will further 
accelerate adoption

• The US is not the only market—China and 
India desperately need these tools



Deep Learning Myth

“One can’t understand what the CNN is ‘seeing’ 
so we can’t understand it, and the FDA will 

never approve it.”



Method 1 for Understanding CNN

•One can ‘blank out’ features of image and 
measure performance drop

* Do, C-MIMI, 2016



Method 2 for Understanding CNN

•Can convert connection weights to decision 
trees. Slight loss in performance.

*Ioannou, Arxiv, 2016



How Might Medicine Best Embrace 
Deep Learning

• Algorithms for Machine Learning are rapidly 
improving. 

• Hardware for Machine Learning is REALLY 
rapidly improving

• The amount of change in 20 years is 
unimaginable



How Might Medicine Best Embrace 
Deep Learning

• The algorithms and hardware will continue to 
rapidly change

• The VALUE is in the data and metadata
• Physicians are OBLIGATED to make sure the 

data are properly handled.
– Improper interpretation of data will lead to bad 

implementations and poor patient care
– Non-cooperation is also counter-productive



Erickson-Siegel Consensus

1. Computers will perform many tasks performed 
today by radiologists

2. Computers will perform quantitative imaging and 
biomarker measures and create structured 
reports that Radiologists review/approve

3. Radiologist are harder to replace than is 
commonly appreciated; other professions are 
much more likely to be replaced first

4. There are dozens of great applications in 
workflow, patient safety, communication, quality 
assessment, follow-up and others that can 
benefit from machine/deep learning today



More Important, For Patients:

• Will likely ‘see’ more than we do today
– Quantitative Imaging will accelerate, which will 

accelerate machine learning
– Structured reporting will become routine, also 

accelerating machine learning
• Will allow radiologists for focus on patients

– Improved access to medical record information
– More time for thinking and invasive procedures



How Might Medicine Best Embrace 
Deep Learning

• The algorithms and hardware will continue to 
rapidly change

• The VALUE is in the data and metadata
• Physicians are OBLIGATED to make sure the 

data are properly handled.
– Improper interpretation of data will lead to bad 

implementations and poor patient care
– Non-cooperation is also counter-productive



I FOR ONE WELCOME OUR

COMPUTER UNDERLORDS



Tesla Has a “Thing” In Past Few Months for 
Emergency Vehicles, This One in Laguna Beach



Fire Engine in Culver City



Fire Department Mechanical Truck 
Utah



Eliot Closing

•Joao and Andrea, finish your 
residency and be secure that there 
will be more radiologists not less in 
20 years and that computers will be 
your trusty friends like residents and 
fellows for the attending radiologists



“Deep Learning probably will be able to create very reasonable reports for 
diagnostic images in the future for relatively well characterized images like 

mammography and chest x-rays.  I think it’s feasible to imagine that in 5 years 
computers will be able to generate the majority of reports and identify the 

ones that need more attention”



Has Brad’s Clock Changed in the 2 Years Since 
He Made These Predictions?:

– 5 years: Mammo & CXR (Shouldn’t 
it be 3 years now??)

– 8 years: CT Head, Chest, Abd, 
Pelvis, MR head, knee, shoulder, 
US: liver, thyroid, carotids

– 18 years: most diagnostic imaging











Deep Learning In Next Few Years

• Deep Learning will likely not be able to create 
primary reports for diagnostic images in the 
near future. No where near.  In five years we 
will have several more narrow algorithms 
accepted such as MRI cardiac flow analysis if 
we are lucky, of the many thousands that 
would be required to “replace” a radiologist



•Applying medical imaging to machine learning is 
extraordinarily difficult, not easy.

•It’s not a coincidence that so many articles have been 
published about machine learning and pediatric bone age 
determination.  That represents a challenge that is near ideal 
for deep learning

•A chest radiograph in the ICU is an example of a really 
common clinical challenge that has only been addressed in 
tiny pieces

•Extensive research has been ongoing for more than 25 years 
in machine learning and deep learning in radiology and we’ve 
“learned” that medical imaging such as CT, US, MRI, nuclear 
medicine present an extraordinarily difficult challenge , one 
that is very much unlike the tiny and simple images that have 
been used in image challenges outside of radiology



•There has been very little change in the past 
20 years in CAD/machine learning in radiology 
and although the pace will quicken 
optimistically we won’t be anywhere near 
ready to replace radiologists in 20 years



Even If Computer Could Make Findings Reliably, 
That’s only Small Percentage of What 

Radiologists Actually Do!!!

•Replacing radiologists doesn’t just involve an 
algorithm to make findings but even leaving 
aside IR, radiologists judge, explain, quality 
check, counsel, teach, discover, console, 
explore, create and dozens of other things 
that computers aren’t even close to being 
able to do



Breaking News - Wikileaks Video
2 FDA Guys With A Sense of Humor Talking the Day After Dr. Bradley Erickson Visits FDA with 

Artificial Intelligence Software to “Replace Radiologists”






Brad’s Closing

•I agree that we will always want a human in 
the loop of control

•Deep Learning can now routinely identify and 
segment major organs (including adrenal) in a 
reliable fashion

•Deep Learning finds important markers in 
images that humans can’t perceive

•The adoption will be much faster than Dr. 
Siegel predicts



Thank You!
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